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It is shown that the set of overlaps of a connected word in a free partially commutative 
monoid forms a lattice. In addition, a linear-time algorithm is presented for computing the 
maximum element of that lattice. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a free partially commutative monoid, some (possible, none or all) of the 
generating letters commute but no other relations hold. Interest in such monoids 
has been spurred recently by their use in modeling aspects of concurrency control 
and parallel computation [S, 121. Actions A and B that can occur concurrently are 
represented by commuting letters a and b, so that a sequence of actions . . . ab.. . is 
equivalent to the sequence . . . ba.. . . In this context, the elements of the monoid are 
known as “traces” of the system. 
At one extreme, no letters might commute, and the resulting monoid is a free 
monoid; at the other extreme, all letters might commute, and the monoid is a free 
abelian monoid. Free partially commutative monoids thus constitute a range 
between free and free abelian monoids. They may be specified by giving the 
underlying alphabet of generating letters together with an independence relation to 
determine which pairs of letters commute. 
It is natural to ask what properties of free monoids carry over to free partially 
commutative monoids. Considerable attention has been given, for example 
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[4, 5, 13, 141, to the classes of rational and recognizable sets of traces (which need 
not be the same). Those computational problems that have been studied for free 
partially commutative monoids have been found to have the same degree of com- 
plexity as the corresponding problems for free monoids. For example, the word 
problem [3, 171 and the conjugacy problem [lo] for a free partially commutative 
monoid can be solved in linear time. Many of these results are based on com- 
binatorial properties of the monoids, such as the fact that they can be embedded 
in certain products of free monoids. 
The subject of this paper is the sets of overlaps of elements in free partially com- 
mutative monoids, and the focus is on how properties of overlaps in free monoids 
generalize to that situation. Call an element m, of a monoid M an “overlap” of 
an element m2 E M if m, is a proper left and right divisor of mz. The term “overlap” 
arises in studying words in the free monoid, since if x = yz, = z2 y then x overlaps 
itself by y. For y to be an overlap, we require that y not be equal to x, although 
4’ could be the empty word; when y is nonempty, but possibly equal to x, the term 
“border” of x has been used. In a free monoid, the overlaps of a word are linearly 
ordered by length, that is, if y, and y, are different overlaps of x then the shorter 
is an overlap of the longer. Efficient iterative calculation of the overlaps of a given 
word is a part of the Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern-matching algorithm, which can 
be used to test in linear time whether one word is a factor of another [ 11. Condi- 
tions on the longest overlap of a word have also been useful in studying properties 
of string-rewriting (Thue) systems [2, 151. In a free abelian monoid, every word 
(not equal to x ) with no more occurrences of any letter than x is an overlap of 
x, and the set of overlaps is partially ordered by comparison of the numbers of 
letters. 
For overlaps in free partially commutative monoids, the cases of interest are 
those of connected elements. An element is called connected if it does not split into 
smaller factors (“components”) that are independent of each other, as will be true, 
for example, of any word in a free monoid. It is shown here that for a connected 
element [xl, its set of overlaps OVL( [xl) forms a lattice whose top element is the 
maximum overlap of [xl. The partial ordering that gives rise to the lattice structure 
is the relation of “left factor” or “prefix” in the monoid. However, on sets of over- 
laps there is an equivalent formulation of that partial ordering based on comparing 
the number of occurrences of letters. While the first formulation is the more natural 
of the two, the second is more useful for calculation in the lattices. When the 
element [Ix] is not connected, its set of overlaps is essentially a product of the 
lattices of overlaps of its components. 
Section 2 of the paper contains a review of the necessary definitions and notation 
for free and free partially commutative monoids and for lattices, and it repeats the 
basic facts about free partially commutative monoids, due to Cori and Perrin, and 
Duboc, that underly the subsequent development. In Section 3, we establish the fact 
that the set of overlaps of a connected word forms a lattice (Theorem 3.3) under the 
orderings mentioned above, and note some properties that such lattices possess. In 
Section 4, using the device of projection (in effect, translating the problem to a 
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collection of problems in free monoids), we present a linear-time algorithm to 
compute the maximum overlap of a given connected element. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Free Monoids 
The notation and terminology used here for free monoids generally follows that 
of Lothaire [ 11, Chap. 11. In the following we present the basic concepts used 
throughout this paper in order to establish notation. 
For an alphabet (that is, set of symbols) C, C* denotes the free monoid 
generated by C, with identity element e, the empty word. Here, the alphabets are 
assumed to be finite. For a word w E C* and a letter a E C, 1 WI (I denotes the number 
of occurrences of a in w, and alph(w) denotes the set of letters occurring in 
w:alph(w)= {FEZ: lw[,>O}. The length of a word w, JwI, is the total number of 
occurrences of letters: [WI =ZnEZIwIa. 
A word u is a prefix of a word v if u = uz for some word z, and a suf$x of o if 
u = yu for some word y. It is a proper prefix or suffix if z or y (respectively) is 
nonempty. 
For an alphabet C and a subset A E C, rc4 : Z* + A* is the projection of C* onto 
A*, that is, the homomorphism determined by defining h(a) = a for a~ A, and 
h(a)=e for UEC-A. 
The Parikh mapping associated with an alphabet Z plays a prominent role in our 
consideration of overlaps. Suppose Z is listed as gi, . . . . grn, and let N denote the 
natural numbers, N = (0, 1,2, . ..}. The Purikh mapping !P Z* + N” is the homo- 
morphism determined by defining Y(a, ) = (1, 0, . . . . 0), ul(o,) = (0, 1, 0, . . . . 0), . . . . 
Y(cJm) = (0, . ..) 0, 1). For comparison of images under Y, the relation d and the 
operations of maximum and minimum are extended componentwise from N to N”. 
In particular, Y(U) < Y(u) if and only if (i) Jul,d 101, for all UEZ, and (ii) there is 
some bEZ, such that Iulb< 1~1~. 
2.2. Free Partially Commutative Monoids 
For an alphabet C, a binary relation 0 E Z x Z is a partial commututivity relation 
if it is symmetric (that is (a, b) E 8 implies (b, a) E 0) and irreflexive (for no UE C is 
(a, a) E t9); the corresponding dependency relation is 0 = Z x .Z - 8. The pair (C, 0) 
is a partially commutative alphabet. 
A partial commutativity relation 8 gives rise to a congruence - on Z*, which is 
the Thue congruence generated by the Thue system TB = { (ub, bu): (a, 6) E 8; 
a, bEZ}. That is, for words x, FEZ*, x- y exactly when y can be obtained from 
x by interchanging adjacent pairs of letters according to the relation 8. Note that 
since only the order of letters is changed and not their number, congruent 
words have the same Parikh mapping, and the only word congruent to the empty 
word is the empty word itself. The quotient monoid C*/E is the free partially 
commutative monoid determined by 6’ and is denoted here by M(,Z’, 0). The elements 
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of M(Z, 0) (“traces”) are the congruence classes [x] = { y E Z*: x = y }, x E ,Y*, with 
[e] serving as the identity element of M(Z, 0). 
When the relation 8 is empty (that is, no letters commute), M(.Z, 0) is the free 
monoid C*; at the other extreme, when all letters commute, M(Z:, 0) is the free 
abelian monoid generated by .Z. 
For words U, u EZ*, u and v are independent, denoted by u I t’, if 
alph(u) x alph(u) c 6, that is, if every letter in u commutes with every letter in 6. In 
particular, if u I u then u and u have no letter in common. 
A set of letters A EC is not connected if there exist A,, A, c A, neither empty, 
such that A = A, u A, and A, x A, E 8; otherwise, A is connecred. The set A is 
connected exactly when the undirected graph (A, 01 A x A) is a connected graph. 
A word u E L’* is connected if alph(u) is connected. 
A word u is a component [14] of a word x if u is nonempty and connected, 
n a,ph(uI(~) = u and alph(u) x (alph(x) - alph(u)) c 8. 
Proposition 2.1, below, gives a very useful characterization of the congruence = 
in terms of certain projections of words. Let Z:, , . . . . C, be any collection of subsets 
of ,Z with the following properties: 
(I) for each i, if a, b E Xi then (a, b) E 0; and 
(2) if (a, b)~ t? then there is somej such that a, bEC,. 
Since (a, a) E 0 for each letter a, C, u ... u C, = 2. The collection E,, . . . . C, is 
a covering of the undirected graph (Z, 0) by cliques: the letters in each C, 
are mutually non-commuting (by ( 1 )), and every pair of non-commuting 
letters appears in some Cj (by (2)). For 1 <id N, let 7ci= n,,, and let 
I7: C* + Z: x ... x Ct denote the mapping n(x) = (X,(X), . . . . 7cN(x)). 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [S, Proposition 1.1 ; 7, Proposition 1.21. For all x, y E E*, 
x = y if and only if L!(x) = l7( y). 
One immediate consequence of this characterization is that free partially com- 
mutative monoids are cancellative. Another consequence is that, for any letter a 
and words x, y, if xu = y then there are words u and u such that y = uuu, u is 
independent of a and x = uv. 
A free monoid has the property of equidivisibility [ 111: if XJ = wz then there is 
some word t such that either x = wt and z = ty, or UJ = xt and y = tz. Free partially 
commutative monoids lack this property but they do have the following weaker 
division property. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [S, Proposition 1.31. For all w, x, y, z E L’*, xy = wz if and 
only if there exist s, t, u, v E C* such that x E st, y = uv, w z su, and z = tt‘, and t is 
independent of u. 
The property in the previous proposition, together with the existence of length 
functions, characterizes free partially commutative monoids [6, Section 3.1.2-J; it is 
crucial for performing computations in such monoids. 
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2.3. Lattices 
A binary relation < on a set S is a partial ordering of S if it is reflexive (s <s 
for all s E S), transitive (r < s and s 6 t imply r < t), and anti-symmetric (r < s and 
s 6 r imply r = s). In a partially ordered set (S, < ), an element t is the least upper 
bound of a pair of elements r, s if (l)r<t and s<t, and (2) for any UES, if r<u 
and s < u then t < U. Dually, q is the greatest lower bound of r, s if (1) q 6 r and 
qds, and (2) for any UES, if u<r and u<s then u<q; (S, <) is a chain if every 
pair of elements is comparable under <. 
A partially ordered set (S, < ) is a lattice if every pair of elements sr , s2 has both 
a least upper bound sr v s2 and a greatest lower bound s1 A s2. The lattice is 
distributive if it satisfies (one or both of) the distributive laws: 
r A (s v t) = (r A s) v (r A t); r v (s A t) = (r v s) A (r v t). 
In a lattice with a least element 0, an element r is an atom if r # 0, and 0 < s < r 
implies s = r. A development of the basic properties of distributive lattices referred 
to in Section 3 can be found in the text by Gratzer [9]. 
3. THE LATTICE OF OVERLAPS 
This section contains a proof that the set of overlaps of an element in a free 
partially commutative monoid forms a lattice, and concludes with a discussion of 
some properties of those lattices. 
DEFINITION. For a word XEZ*, let 
OVL(x) = { 24 EC*: x = MU = u’u for some u, u’ Ze}, 
OVL,(x)= {z&Y*: x = UD = u’u for some u, u’ #e}, and 
OVL( [x]) = ([U-J E M(C, 0): 24 E OVLJX)}. 
Thus, OVL(x) is the set of overlaps of x in the free monoid C*; OVL,(x) is the 
set of words that are congruent both a proper prefix and a proper suffix of x, and 
OVL( [xl) is the set of congruence classes of overlaps of [x] in the monoid 
wz 0). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let C = {a, b, c} and x = abcab. In this case, OVL(x) = {e, ab}. 
For 0, = {(a, b), (4 a)), OVL&) = { e, a, ah ba} and OWCxlo,) = {Gel, Cal, 
Cbl, Cab]}. For O2 = {(a, c), (c, a), (b, c), (c, b)}, OVL,,(x) = {e, c, ab, abab} and 
OW CxleJ = {Gel, Ccl, CabI, Cababl 1. 
In the case of the free monoid, the overlaps of a word form a chain (i.e., totally 
ordered set) ordered by increasing length, or by the relation “prefix-of.” The mini- 
mum element is the empty word, and the maximum element is the longest overlap 
of the word. The extension of this situation to the free partially commutative 
monoid uses the following relations on words. 
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DEFINITION. A word x is a congruential prefix of y, written x <H y, if y E xz for 
some .zEZ*. Also, write x < I y when Y(x) < Y(y), that is, when \xI, < 1~1, for 
every a E ,Z. 
These two relations can also be viewed as relations on congruence classes mod 0, 
since congruent words have the same Parikh mapping, and since x’ = x, x bH y and 
y z y’ imply x’ de y’. The relation <D then becomes a partial order on M(C, 0): it 
is evidently transitive and reflexive, and if x <B y and y <0 x then (since M(Z, 0) is 
cancellative and the only word congruent to the empty word is itself) x = y. The 
relation < I is also transitive and reflexive but will not be anti-symmetric on 
M(.E:, 19) unless all letters commute. However, when restricted to the set of overlaps 
of an element, the two relations are the same. 
PR0P0sITI0N 3.1. When words u and v are both congruential prefixes of a word 
x, u Go v if and only if u d p v. In particular, the relations d H and 6 y coincide on 
OVL,(x) u [x]. 
Proof. Clearly, u 6s v implies Y(u) Q Y(v). If x = us = UC, then (from Proposi- 
tion 2.2) u =pq and v = pr for some words p, q, r such that q is independent of r. 
If in addition Y(u)< Y(v) then Y(q) < Y(r) and hence (since q I r) q =e and 
r-ur, so udnv. 1 
In view of Proposition 3.1, when dealing with a set OVL,,(.x) u [x] for some 
word X, we can use whichever definition, of 6 H or < ,,,, is more convenient. 
The following Proposition gives the major technical result about sets of the form 
OVL,(x). It will lead in Theorem 3.3 to establishing that OVL( [x]) u { [x] ) has 
the algebraic structure of a lattice. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For any word x E Z* and any words u, , u2 E OVL,(x): 
(i) there exists uj E OVL,(x) such that Y(u,) = min{ Y(u,), Y(u,)); und 
(ii) there exists ~,EOVL~(X)U {x} such thut Y(u,)=max{ Y(u,), Y(u 
and (f x is connected then u4 E OVL,(x). 
2113 
Note that if u and v are words in OVL,(x) with Y(u) < Y(o) then u belongs to 
OVL,(v); hence the word u3 in part (i) belongs to OVL(u,)u [u,] and to 
OVL(u,)u [uz], and both u1 and u2 belong to OVL,(u,)u [u4]. 
Proqf: When x=e, the set OVL,(x) is empty, so suppose x #e. 
If ul, u2 E OVL,(x) then there exist v,, v: , tlZ, vi, none the empty word, such that 
x = u, v, z c’, u1 = u2v2 E v;uz. From x = u1 v, E u2v2 and Proposition 2.2, there exist 
rI, r2, rg, r4 such that r2 I r3, x-r,r2r3r4, u,zr,r2, v,-rr3r4, u2=r,r3, and 
v2 = r2r4. Similarly, using x E v’, ui z r&u,, there exist si, s2, s3, s4 such that sj I s2, 
.Y = sqsjs2s,, u, = S2Sl and u2 =sJsI. Using the two decompositions of u,, as 
u, -r,r2 and u, -sszs,, there exist t,, t,, t,, t, such that t, I t3, u1 ~t,t~f~/~. 
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r,rt,t2, r2-tt3t4, s2=tlt3, and s1 ZE t, t4. Substituting these decompositions of r, 
and si into the expressions u2 = r1 r3 and u2 E s3si, we have u2 = t, t2r, E s3 t2 t, with 
t, I s3 (because s3 1 s2 and s2 E t, t3) and r3 I t, (because r3 I r2 and r2 S- t3t4). 
The facts that t,t2r3~s3t2t4, t, I s3, and r3 I t4 imply that t1 t2 = t2 t, and 
t2r3 = s3 t,, which can be seen by considering their projections, as follows. It is 
enough to argue that t, t2 = t2 t,, since then, using the fact that r3 I t,, 
(t2r3) t4 = t2t4r3 = tl t2r3 - (s3 t2) t4, so since M(C, 0) is cancellative, t,r, = s3 t,. 
For any i, 1 < i<N, if ni(t,)#e then ni(s3)=e (since t, I s3) so ni(t, t2r3) = 
zi(t2t,). It cannot be the case that ni(t4) is empty (since otherwise ni(t, t,r,)= 
q(t,) with ni(tl) #e) so ni(t4) #e and hence ni(r3) = e (since t, I r3). Therefore, 
~i(tlt2)=~i(tlt2r3)=~i(s3t2t4)=~i(t2t4). Similarly, if ni(td)#e then ni(r3)=e, 
zi(t,)#e, and rri(s3)=e, so again ni(t,t2)=n,(t,t2r3)=~i(s3t2t4)=ni(t2t4). 
Finally, if ni(tl) = ni(t,) = e then n,(t, t2) = ni(t2) = ni(t2 t4). Thus, in any case 
ni(t, t2) = nj(t2 t4), so (since the equality holds for all i) t, t, z t2t4 by Proposition 2.1. 
Note that alph(t,) and alph(t,) must therefore be equal, so r3 I t, t,. 
Let u3 = t, t, (E t2 t, E r1 E sl) and uq = u,r3. Since r2 I r3, for any letter a, 
at least one of It3tsl,, (r31a is zero, so min{!Y(r,), Y(r3)} = Y(e) and 
max{ yl(r2), W-3)) = ul( r2r3). Also, ul-tlt2t3t4=u3t3t4~u3rq, u,-t,t2r3=u3r3, 
and u4=u1r3zu3r2r3, and therefore min{ !Y(ui), Y(u2)} = Y(u,) + min{ Y(r,), 
Y(r3)} = Y(u,) and max{ Y(u,), ul(u2)} = Y(Y(u,)+max{ Y(r,), Y(r,)} = Y(u3r2r3)= 
Wu‘l). 
The word u3 is in OVL,(x), since x 3 r1r2r3r4 = u3(r2r3r4) and x 3 s4s3s2s, = 
(s4s3s2) u3 with r2r3r4 = r201 nonempty. The word uq is a congruential prefix of x, 
since u4=u1r3zr,r2r3 and x=r1r2r3r4=u4r4. On the other hand, uq-s3s2s,: 
first, s3s1 = s3 t, t4 = t2r3 t4 = t2 t4r3, and so s3s2s1 E s2s3s1 = s2 t2 t,r, G t, t, t2 t,r, E 
u1r3 = uq. Therefore, XE u4r4 and x = s4s3s2s, =ssquq, and thus uq belongs to 
OVL,(x) u [xl, and uq belongs to OVL,(x) unless r4 = s4 = e. 
If x is connected then r4 and sq cannot be empty. If r4 = sq = e then u1 = r3r4 = r3 
so r3 #e, and u2 E r2r4 = r2 so r2 fe. Let A = alph(r,) and B = alph(x) - A. Since 
r3#e, A is nonempty; since x-u,v,=t,t,r,r, and r,I tlr2, alph(t,r,)cB and 
hence B is also nonempty. Consider any c1 E A and b E B. If (a, 6) E 0 then there is 
some index j such that a, b E Zj. The letter b cannot be in alph(t,r,) because 
r3 I t,r, and a occurs in r3, so t, must have an occurrence of 6. Since t,r, is 
congruent to s3 t2, nj(t2r3) is equal to rrj(s3 t2) so (since nj(r3) #e) there exist words 
y, z and integer kd 0 such that ni(t2) = (~z)~y and 7tj(r3) = zy [ll, Proposi- 
tion 1.3.41; but then every letter in nj(t2) occurs in nj(r3) as well, contradicting the 
assumption that b does not belong to alph(r,). The partition of alph(x) as A u B 
thus has the property that A x BE 8, and x is not connected. 1 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Z= {a, b, c, d}, 8= {(a,~), (c, a), (6, c), (c, b)} and x= 
ababcdubabc. Then x is congruent to both (abab) cdc(abab) and (abc) ubdab(abc). 
For u, = abab and u2 = abc, we have u3 = ab and u4 = ababc. 
THEOREM 3.3. For any x E Z*, the set of congruence classes OVL( [xl) u ( [xl} 
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is a lattice under the relation < y. Ifx is connected then OVL( [xl) is a lattice under 
d y. 
Proof Since <e and < p are the same relation on OVL( [xl) u {[xl f, the 
statement could have been made, equivalently, using d 8. As noted above, d H is a 
partial order on sets of congruence classes, so < y is a partial order on 
OVL( [xl) u {[Ix]} and on OVL( [xl). 
The greatest lower bound (“meet”) operation in the lattices is given by: 
(i) for u E OVL,(x), [u] A [x] = [u]; and 
(ii) for u,, u2 E OVL,(x), [u,] A [IQ] = [u,], where uj E OVL,(x) is a word 
such that Y(u,) = min{ Y(u,), Y(u,)}. 
In the second clause, the existence of such a word u3 is guaranteed by Proposi- 
tion 3.2; also, if two words in OVL,(x) both have Parikh mapping equal to 
min{ Y(y(u,), Y(u,)} then they are congruent, so the operation is well-defined. It 
follows from the definition of d y that if [u]<~ [u,] and [o] 6y [Q] then 
[u] dir [ul] A [uJ; therefore [ui] A [u2] is in fact the greatest lower bound of 
Cull and Cd. 
The meet of two elements is [e] if and only if they are independent. If u, I u2 
then alph(u,) and alph(u,) are disjoint so min{ Y(u,), Y(Q)} = Y(e). On the other 
hand, suppose [u] A [o] = [e]. Since both u and u are congruential prefixes of x 
(possibly, congruent to x), from Proposition 2.2, there exist words p, q, r such that 
u=pq, urpr, and q1r; but then Y(p)<min{Y(u), Y(u)}=Y(e) so p=e and 
u I u. 
Using the second part of Proposition 3.2, the least upper bound (“join”) opera- 
tion in the lattices is given by: 
(i) for UE OVL,(x), [u] v [x] = [xl; and 
(ii) for ul, u2 E OVL,(x), [ul] v [uz] = [u,], where USE OVL,(x) u {x) is a 
word such that Y((u,+) = max{ Y(ui), Y(u2)}. 
If x is connected then the word uq will lie in OVL,(x), so the pair [u,], Cur] has 
a least upper bound in OVL([x]). 
These operations can be easily computed from x and the Parikh mappings of the 
elements. Given Y(u,) and Y(uz), a word representing [a,] A [u2] can be formed 
by taking from x, for each letter a, the first min{ lullrr, Iuzlrr} occurrences of letter 
a (while keeping the letters in the same relative order), and dually for [u,] v [uzl. 
This idea of constructing a prefix of a word given its Parikh mapping is due to Cori 
and Metivier [4, Proposition 3.81. 1 
The minimum element in the lattices of overlaps is the congruence class of the 
empty word, and the maximum element in OVL( [Ix]) u {[xl} is [xl. When x is 
connected the words in OVL,(x) with maximal Parikh mapping are all congruent 
and together form the maximum element of OVL( [xl), which justifies the use of 
the following notation. 
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DEFINITION. For a nonempty connected word x, eve(x) is any word in the 
maximum element of the lattice OVL( [xl). 
EXAMPLE 2 (Continued). In this case, the word x = ababcdababc is connected. 
The lattice OVL( [xl) has six elements, represented by the words e, c, ab, abab, abc, 
and ababc, and ov,(x) is any word congruent to ababc. The atoms of the lattice are 
represented by c and ab. 
When x is not connected, OVL( [xl), while still partially ordered by G Y, will 
not have a maximum element. For example, if 2 = {a, b > and a commutes with b, 
then [a] and [b] are both maximal elements of OVL([ab]) = {[e], [a], [b]} but 
are incomparable. In general, if the connected components of x are the (nonempty) 
words xi, . . . . x, then the maximal elements of OVL([x]) are represented by the r 
words ovs(xl) x2 . . . x,, xi ov,(x,) x3 . . . x,, . . . . x1 . . x,~ 1 ove(x,). Also, the lattice 
OVL( [xl) u {[xl} is the direct product of the lattices OVL([xi]), each with a 
new “top” element [xi] adjoined. In particular, when all letters in C commute the 
lattice OVL( [xl) u {[xl} is isomorphic to the direct product of the ICI chains 
(0, . . . . I-d,}, aE.Z. 
Suppose x is a nonempty connected word and let 55’ be the lattice (OVL([x]), 
lY9 V? < A ). Because of the properties of max and min on integers, 3 is dis- 
tributive. In a finite, distributive lattice, every element m has a pseudo-complement, 
that is, a maximal element m* such that m A m* is the zero element; in 2, the 
pseudo-complement of [u] is the element [v] such that u is a longest word in 
OVL,(x) that is independent of U. 
The lattice 9 is a chain (totally ordered by < Iy) if and only if every overlap of 
x is a connected word, as will be the case, for example, when 8 is empty (i.e., when 
M(C, 0) is a free monoid). An oddity of the lattice 3 is that if it has only one atom 
then it is a chain; that is, if it has any pair of incomparable elements then it has 
more than one atom. Hence, 9 is a chain exactly when x has a minimum non- 
trivial overlap (whose congruence class is then the atom of 3). 
The class of lattices that arise from overlaps (over all finite partially commutative 
alphabets) is the smallest class containing all one-element lattices and closed under 
Cartesian product and the adjoining of new “top” elements. Demonstration of these 
properties of overlap lattices will be presented in a separate paper [IS]. 
4. COMPUTING THE MAXIMUM OVERLAP OF A CONNECTED WORD 
For a word x in a free monoid, the overlaps of x can be found by reading x from 
left to right and computing in turn the longest overlap of each prefix; then OVL(x) 
is equal to {ov(x), ov(ov(x)), . . . . e}. For a letter a, the longest overlap of a prefix 
ya is the word ta where t is the longest word in OVL(y) such that ta is a 
prefix of y (if any), and it is the empty word if no such word exists. The 
Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern-matching algorithm relies on this property of overlaps 
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in free monoids in the calculation of “failure functions” [ 11. These ideas can be 
extended to free partially commutative monoids [ 161, but the resulting charac- 
terizations do not lead to a convenient method of calculating maximum overlaps. 
Here we give instead a linear-time algorithm to compute ov,(x) for a connected 
word x that works from the projections of X. 
The algorithm in Theorem 4.2 finds the maximum overlap of a connected word 
by first finding candidates for that maximum based on the overlaps (in free 
monoids) of the projections of the word. Recall that, for a word X, n(x) is the 
family of words (n,(x), . . . . n,(x)), where ni is the projection of C onto 1, and 
z,, . . . . C, is a covering of (C, 0) by cliques. The family n(x) is “reconstructible” 
into the word X, or any word congruent to x. In some situations, it is sufficient to 
know that the letter counts among the words in a family are consistent to be able 
to conclude that the family is reconstructible. 
DEFINITION. A family of words U = (u, , . . . . u,), u, E C,*, is quasi-reconstructihle if 
for all aEC, whenever aeC,nZj, IuJo= Iu,lo. 
A quasi-reconstructible family need not be reconstructible; however, if the 
product of quasi-reconstructible families is reconstructible, then the families are 
reconstructible 14, Proposition 3.8; 7, Proposition 1.61. The following lemma is an 
application of this idea to overlaps in M(C, Q). 
LEMMA 4.1. Consider any word x and let xi = n,(x), 1 d i d N. 
(1) For all UEC*: UEOVL~(X)U [x] {f and onl), lf n,(u)~OVL(x,)u {-xi)” 
ldi<N. 
(2) For all U= (u,, . . . . uN): if U is quasi-reconstructible and ui E OVL( x,) u 
(x~}, 1 <i< N, then there is some UEOVLJX)~ [x] such thar Z7(u) = U. 
Proof (1) If x z UU, z u2u (where, possibly, c’, = u2 = e) then, from Proposi- 
tion2.1, for all i, x~=~~~(u)I~~(u~)=~~(u~)~~(u) and hence n,(u)~OVL(x,)u {x~;. 
The reverse implication follows from part (2). 
(2) Suppose xi=uiwi=ziu,, 1 <i<N, and let W= (M’,, . . . . w,,) and 
Z=( z,, . . . . zN). Since U is quasi-reconstructible and the product of U and W is 
n(x) (that is, uiwi= n;(x), 1 <id N), there exist words u and w such that 
n(u) = U, n(w) = W, and x z uw [7, Proposition 1.6(ii)]. Similarly, there exist u’ 
and z such that ZZ(z)=Z, n(u’)= U and xszu’. Since n(u)=Z7(u’), ~4% U’ so 
x = uw = zu. and therefore either u E x or u E OVL,(x). 1 
Thus an overlap [u] E OVL( [xl) is essentially determined by its projections 
X,(U), 1 < id N. This observation can be exploited to compute ov,(x). A second 
lemma restricts one direction of Lemma 4.1(l) in the case when .Y is connected. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose u E OVL,(x) and x is connected. For all i, if x,(x) #e then 
?T,(u) E OVL(7r;(x)). 
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Proof: Suppose x = uvl G v2 u, where vl, v2 # e but (say) rci(u) = n,(x) # e, and 
hence rcl(v,) = nl(vz) = e; in this situation, x cannot be connected. To see this, let 
A =alph(v,)=alph(v,) and let B=alph(x)-A. Since v1 is not the empty word, 
A is nonempty, and since rc,(v, ) = e, while rcl (x) # e, B is nonempty. For any 
a E A and any c E alph(x) such that (a, c) E 0, there is some j such that a, c E ,JCji, so, 
since uuI E vzu, we have xi(u) rrj(v,)= rcjlv2) rzj(u) with rrj(ul) #e. As in the last 
paragraph of the proof of Proposition 3.2, this implies that c belongs to 
alph(rcj(ul)) GA. Therefore A x BE 8, so since A and B are nonempty and their 
union is alph(x), x is not connected. 1 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf x is a connected word then ovO(x) can be found from x in time 
linear in 1x1. 
ProoJ: The following procedure finds the maximum overlap of a connected 
input word x, where we may assume that every letter of C occurs in x. 
1. For i= 1, . . . . N, form xi = rci(x) and calculate its failure function. 
2. For i= 1, . . . . N, initialize yi to ov(x,). 
3. Perform the following loop. 
3.1. If the collection (y,, . . . . Y,,,) is quasi-reconstructible, then go to (4); if 
not, go to (3.2). 
3.2. For some letter b and some i, j such that b E Ci n Cj and 1 yij b > 1 yjlb, 
replace yi with ov(yj) and return to (3.1). 
4. Output a word z such that ZZ(z) = (y,, . . . . yN). 
To see that the output of the procedure is ov,(x), first note that, at all times in 
the calculation, each yi belongs to OVL(x,), so from Lemma 4.1, ZE OVL,(x) u 
[x], The output z must be shorter than x; hence z E OVL,(x). 
Now ‘suppose that u is a word in OVL,(x). From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, 
ui = rc,(u) E OVL(x,) for all i, so initially ui E OVL( yi) u { y,}. This relationship 
remains true as the procedure operates: if ui= yi at some point then yi is not 
changed, since for all j and all letters b E Ci n Eji, 1 yilb = luilb = lujlb G I yjlb. Hence 
for the output z, u E OVL,(z) u [z], and so z is equal to ov,(x). 
An implementation of this procedure need not deal with the words yi directly, 
but only with their Parikh mappings, which simplifies the test for quasi-reconstruc- 
tibility. Let z= {a,, . . . . a,} and let L= 1x,( + ... + IxN( < NIxI. In step(l), the 
string xi can be set up with “tab” symbols inserted after ov(xi), ov(ov(x,)), and so 
on; using the linear-time algorithm to compute failure functions in free monoids, 
the total time taken will be linear in L. For steps (2)-(4), an N x m array Y can be 
used to hold the Parikh mappings of y,, . . . . y,, and an m-vector Z used for the 
Parikh mapping of the output. The initialization of the ith row of Y to ul(ov(x;)) 
consists of reading xi (from left to right), incrementing the entry in thejth column 
each time aj appears, and then backing up in xi to the last tab while decrementing 
the entries appropriately. The test in step (3.1) requires only scanning each column 
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of Y in turn, to test if the entries in the relevant rows have the same value. A 
running maximum of each column can be kept in 2. If unequal values are found, 
control can be transferred immediately to step (3.2). If not, then Z contains the 
Parikh mapping of the output word z. In step (3.2), to change the ith row of Y 
from Y( yi) to Y(ov( vi)), the head on xi would be backed up to the next previous 
tab, while decrementing the entries in Y appropriately. Since the heads on the 
words move only to the left, the time taken in step (3) is linear in L. In step (4), 
a word in the congruence class of ov,(x) can be found by erasing from x all but 
the first Z(j) occurrences of aj. The total time taken by the procedure is therefore 
linear in L, and so also linear in 1x1. 1 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 2 = {a, b, c, d) and 0 = {(a, c), (c, a), (a, 4, (d a), (b, d), 
(d, b)}. In this case, we may take ,J?, = {a, b), ,X2= (b, c}, and .X,= (c, d}. For 
x = abbaabccdccba, we have x = ab2a2b2a I , x2= b3c4b and x3=c2dc2, and 
ov,(x) = a. Initially, y, = abba, y, = b, and y, = cc. The collection (abba, b, cc) is not 
quasi-reconstructible, since, for example, bEC, nC, but Iabbal,# Iblh. Any 
suitable word may be replaced in step (3.2), so the values taken on by (y,, yz, y3) 
might be: (abba, b, cc); then (a, b, cc); then (a, e, cc), since lal,# IbIb; then (a, e, c), 
since le(, # ICC\,,; and finally (a, e, e). 
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